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On the cover: This Mohave rattle-
snake living near the newly con -
structed Central Arizona Project
canal west of Phoenix wears an
implanted radio transmitter. Track-
ing the snake's movements is part
of a study of the impact on wild-
life of artificial watering sources
at selected sites near the canal.
See page 8. (Photo by Norman

Smith.)
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Some Fad Diets' Promises
Sound Too Good to Be True

Many overweight Americans, as well as some who just want to lose
5 pounds, keep searching for an easy, guaranteed weight- reducing diet.
Promoters of such diets are delighted to aid in this consumer quest, so
the number of fad diets continues to increase along with the pro-
moters' profits.

Fad diets tend to be nutritionally unbalanced, to focus attention on
only one type of food or nutrient, to appeal to the consumer with
faulty logic, to neglect the issue of weight maintenance, or to make
excessive claims for weight loss.

The body stores excess energy, measured in kilocalories, as fat.
One pound of fat represents 3,600 kilocalories of energy. To lose one
pound of fat, you must expend 3,600 kilocalories more than the
number in the food you eat.

It is not unusual to see claims by a fad diet that you can lose 10
pounds in one week. Take a closer look at this excessive claim: Ten
pounds of fat means 36,000 kilocalories. To lose that by dieting in
one week, you would have to eat at least 5,000 kilocalories per day
less than you normally would. However, the average U.S. adult eats
only about 2,500 per day. How can you eat negative 2,500 kilocalories?

Well, you could increase your exercise, but running 5 hours a day is
beyond most of us. That's how much exercise it takes to use up 5,000
kilocalories.

On most fad diets, a large part of the weight lost is just water, not

By Dr. Patsy M. Brannon
Nutrition and Food Science
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fat. Shifts in the body's balance of water occur on the diets, and the
body excretes that water in the urine. As soon as you stop dieting
and begin eating normally, the water balance returns to normal and
the lost weight is quickly replaced.

The goal of losing weight should be to lose fat, not water! A safe
weight loss or fat loss is 8 to 10 pounds per month. That means eating
about 1,200 kilocalories per day less than the amount of energy you
expend, which for typical activity levels allows you to eat about 1,200
kilocalories per day. This rate of loss allows the body to change its
fat content safely and gives the skin time to adjust to its smaller size.

Yo -yo Effect
The issue of maintenance of the reduced weight is critical. Fewer

than 10 percent of obese people who lose weight can maintain that
loss for one year. Far more commonly, the person rapidly regains the
weight lost. Nutritionist Jean Mayer has called this the "yo -yo effect."
Frequently, the person who has lost weight regains more than he or
she has lost, so the pattern builds on itself. The yo-yo effect is a frustra-
ting, self -defeating and unhealthy pattern. Keeping weight off is even
more important than getting weight off.

Fad diets now popular include: antidigestive agents, low- carbohy-
drate diets and protein- sparing modified fasts.

Starch -blocker was the most popular of the anti -digestive agents be-
fore it was banned last fall. Promoters claimed that, by consuming
starch -blocker, you could eat all the pasta or other starch you wanted
and still lose weight. An attractive promise, isn't it? The starch -blocker
would prevent digestion of starch by inhibiting the activity of the diges-
tive enzyme amylase, said the claims.

Though starch -blocker does inhibit the enzyme in a test tube, it does
not appear effective in a human's gut. George Bo -linn and co- workers at
Baylor University, and Gerald Carlson's group at the University of Wis-
consin have studied the effectiveness of starch -blocker in human volun-
teers. Starch -blocker did not inhibit the digestion of starch even at
twice the recommended dose. Its ineffectiveness may be because the
human digestive system may contain more than enough amylase to
digest the starch eaten.

On October 5, 1982, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration banned
the sale of starch -blocker after reports of hospitalization of 27 users for
nasusea and gastrointestinal disorders.

Glucomannan, another anti -digestive dieting aid, has grown in popu-
larity since the banning of starch -blocker. It is a bulking agent that
swells in the gut, which is supposed to reduce appetite. Scientific test-
ing of glucomannan has not been reported, so its effectiveness in
weight reduction and its possible side effects are virtually unknown.

Low -Carbohydrate Diets
Low -carbohydrate diets, such as the "Dr. Atkins Diet Revolution"

or "Dr. Stillman's Quick Weight Loss," severely restrict how much car-
bohydrate you can eat or drink, but allow virtually unlimited protein
and fat. Carbohydrate is protrayed as the evil food that keeps you from
losing weight. This focus on a single type of food leads to a severely
unbalanced diet. These diets tend to be deficient in vitamins A, D, C,
E, thiamin, folate and riboflavin, and in the minerals potassium, cal-
cium, iodine, copper, zinc and fluoride.
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Food group Food examples Serving size

Meat and

..4114 441h,

®_

fish Hamburger, lean
Chicken, lean
Tuna fish, packed in water
Cheese, e.g. Cheddar or Swiss
Beans, e.g. pinto or black
Peanut butter

3 -4 ounces
3 -4 ounces
6 ounces
11 / -2 ounces
1 cup
2 tablespoons

«i'

Vegetable

Ve a.
4

44111K,Se!/

Leafy greens
Mixed salad
Broccoli, cauliflower,

green beans
Peas, turnips, carrots,

tomatoes

1 cup
1 cup

1 cup

l cup

Fruit
L..

,

*.

BBerries,
,

Banana, peach, apple,
pear, orange

melon
Juice

1 item
1 cup
h cup

Grain

a'1)j'l
:.. 7'-
NIP gar
Ili, SO

Bread
Muffin, tortilla
Prepared cereal
Rice or noodles, cooked
Potato
Corn
Bagel

1 slice
1 item
1 ounce
2/3 cup
1, small
l/ cup
lh item

Dairy ...*

III
alpf Skim milk

Yoghurt, low -fat
Cottage cheese

1 cup
1 cup
1 cup

One claim for these low -carbohydrate diets is suppression of appe-
tite. However, studies by James Rosen and co-workers at the University
of Vermont found no differences in appetite between obese volun-
teers eating a low -carbohydrate diet and others eating a balanced diet
with the same number of calories.

Furthermore, low- carbohydrate diets can cause serious side effects.
One is ketosis, a dangerous buildup of ketones from incomplete break-
down of fats. Others are hazardously low levels of water in the body,
excessive levels of fat in the blood, and fatigue. Your body needs car -
boyhydrate. One type of carbohydrate, glucose, is the major source
of energy your brain uses.

Finally, carbohydrates are less calorically dense than fat: Per gram,
carbohydrate has about 4 kilocalories, compared to about 9 for fat.
Carbohydrates should be included in a weight -loss diet to provide
glucose for the brain and to spare digestion of protein.

Protein -sparing modified fasts (PSMF), such as the "Cambridge
Diet," are very low- calorie diets (200 to 400 kilocalories per day)
that are high in protein, with vitamin and mineral supplements. These
diets are unbalanced and not nutritionally sound. In very massively
obese patients, weighing more than 170 percent of ideal body weight
and under a physician's supervision, PSMF can be an effective, short-
term, rapid method of weight loss. However, the effectiveness and
safety of PSMF for a slightly overweight or even moderately obese

Table 1. Serving Sizes in Basic Food Groups.
A well -balanced weight- reduction diet of
1,200 to 1,600 kilocalories per day should
include 2 servings daily from the meat
and fish group, 2 to 3 vegetable servings,
1 to 3 fruit servings, 3 to 4 servings from the
grain group, 1 to 2 dairy servings based
on skim milk, and 1 serving from the
fats group.
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person (especially not under a physician's care) have not been studied
scientifically.

Maintenance of weight loss was poor for the very obese patients
who were studied. Fewer than 9 percent of the PSMF dieters main-
tained their weight loss for 2 years. Furthermore, weight loss from
repeated uses of the modified fast was poor, with only 15 percent of
the dieters losing weight on a second trial, compared with 80 percent
on their first trial.

Side effects of a PSMF diet are ketosis, sluggishness, dizziness, head-
aches, hair loss, cramps or nausea.

These modified -fast diets may have another serious problem. They
may contribute to the yo -yo effect of dieting. While a person is on a
very low- calorie diet, his or her metabolism slows down to adapt to the
cutback in food -energy supplied. The net result is a decrease in the
energy needed by the body. How long these reductions in energy re-
quirements persist after the modified fasting ends we do not know.
Possibly, the drop in energy needs contributes to the rapid regaining of
weight when the person begins eating normally again. The subject needs
further investigation.

Eating Right
In contrast to fad diets, a balanced diet with 1,200 to 1,600 kilo-

calories per day meets nutrient needs and allows a reasonable weight
loss of up to 2.5 pounds per week. Coupled with an exercise program,
this kind of diet can provide a safe, effective means of losing weight,
unlike most fad diets.

A balanced diet should include, each day, 3 or 4 servings from the
bread and cereals group, 2 skim milk servings, 2 fruit servings, 2 or 3
vegetable servings, 2 meat -group servings, and one serving (equal to 2
teaspoons of margarine or 2 tablespoons of salad dressing) from the
fats group. See Table 1.

Losing weight while eating a balanced diet like this helps you learn
to change your eating habits. Changing your eating habits is the key
to maintaining the weight loss. Choose a diet you can live with, because
if you're successful you may live with it for a long time.
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Boll Weevil Outbreak Spreads
"First time I saw the boll weevil,
He was sitting on the square.
Next time I saw the boll weevil,
Had his whole family there."

What that folk song, more than 75 years old, fails to explain is just
how numerous that boll weevil's family can get.

Arizona cotton growers are finding out.
Boll weevils have pushed their territory in Arizona outwards by 60

miles or more from the area infested in 1982, said University of Ari-
zona entomologist Dr. Leon Moore. Last year, farmers fought the
weevil on at least 56,000 acres of Arizona cotton fields, mostly be-
tween Buckeye and Wellton.

Insect scouting in fields since then has shown boll weevils all the way
from Yuma to Queen Creek, and from Pima County fields near Marana
to La Paz County fields along the Colorado River.

Photograph: Boll weevils' prominent snouts
are their trademark. (Photos by
Ted Bundy.)
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Top: Monitoring traps for boll weevils
contain two chips impregnated with the

weevils' pheromone, a sex scent that
attracts them, plus one chip impregnated

with insecticide.
Bottom: University entomologist

Marc Lame of Phoenix examines a trap
near Eloy.

6

The state's weevil outbreak started with sightings in a single field
between Buckeye and Gila Bend in 1978.

Despite non -chemical control methods used on most of the affected
farms last winter, half or more of the cotton fields in the state will
need treatment for boll weevils this season, predicted Moore.

Boll weevil numbers increase about 10 -fold every generation in the
field. Each generation takes just 3 weeks to reproduce, so each weevil
in the spring can have 10 million descendants by harvest time.

Square Meals
The adult weevils chew their way into cotton bolls and lay eggs in

them. They do the same to squares, the buds that develop into bolls.
A square with eggs in it will not produce a boll, but will produce more
weevils. The immature grubs that hatch in squares or bolls eat out their
homes from the inside.

UA entomologist Dr. Theo F. Watson and co- workers are researching
the weevil's biology and survival ability under Arizona conditions.

Watson, an Arkansas native, said, "I've seen weevils take up to half
the crop in the South, and they have the potential to do that here,
too." The boll weevil in Arizona is the same species as the notorious
beetle that tore across the Southeast at the turn of the century, and
has plagued cotton fields there ever since.

Watson said that correct use of insecticides can minimize crop dam-
age in fields attacked by weevils, but the treatments have costs, too.

Each treatment runs $5 to $7 per acre. For most fields with weevils,
treatments need to be repeated every few days to catch the insects
when they are not protected inside squares or bolls. Some growers
sprayed 20 times or more last year. Recommended insecticides include
methyl parathion, azinphosmethyl and phosmet.

Spraying infested fields early in the season, when the first squares are
pinhead -size, helps manage weevil numbers, but farmers know that
those early applications also hurt some beneficial insects that prey on
other cotton pests.

To use insecticides most effectively and to avoid unnecessary treat-
ments, growers need to carefully sample each field for boll weevil popu-
lations. The university has published an information sheet about
early- season weevil control to give growers guidelines about monitoring
and management. Also, the UA Cooperative Extension Service arranged
a well- attended series of meetings this spring for growers and pest
management professionals.

Heat Units
At those meetings, Dr. Roger T. Huber explained how keeping a tally

of "heat units" can help growers predict stages in the growth both of
cotton plants and of weevil populations. The heat units are figured on
the number of degrees by which each day's median temperature ex-
ceeds a threshold of 55 degrees F. The accumulation of heat units dur-
ing the spring correlates with the development of cotton plants. That
helps growers know when to sample their fields and when to treat
them, if treatment is warranted.

Huber, who has also developed heat -unit measures for other major
insect pests, is refining the system for boll weevils by collecting further
information on timing of their population growth this year.

Watson is coordinating this year's tests of control measures against
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the boll weevil early in the season. In test fields in Mohawk Valley and
near Eloy, he is comparing the effects of different treatments on sub-
sequent numbers of boll weevils, other pests and beneficial insects.

Another weapon against the boll weevil, an end -of- season plowdown
to bury unharvested bolls, helps fight another major cotton pest, the
pink bollworm, as well as the weevil. It removes the winter homes
favored by both insects.

The Arizona Commission of Agriculture and Horticulture has set
plowdown dates for cotton fields. More than 95 percent of affected
acreage in Yuma County, about 80 percent in Pinal and Pima coun-
ties, and about 60 percent in Maricopa County was plowed down by
the prescribed dates last winter, said Marc L. Lame, coordinator for the
UA Integrated Pest Management program in Maricopa County. Wet
weather kept many farmers from harvesting cotton when they wanted
to, he pointed out.

Moore said this spring that another season of tests and observations
will be needed to gauge the plowdown's effectiveness for boll weevil
control in Arizona.

"It helps, but we can't be sure how much yet," he said. "There are
an awful lot of weevils still out there this spring."

Winter Quarters
In simulation tests last winter, Watson found that no weevils survived

in cotton bolls buried 3 or 6 inches below the surface of the ground.
Many, however, survived from December into May in bolls at ground
level and bolls held above the ground, as if on uncut stalks.

Overwintering boll weevils have also found a home on the orange -
blooming globe mallow plants that are common in the state's cotton -
growing areas. That might reduce the strength of cotton plowdowns
for controlling the weevils. "They can last a long time just feeding on
globe mallow buds," said Watson, "but, so far, none has been found to
breed on the globe mallow. They only develop in cotton."

The UA entomologists have recommended that farmers plan for an
early harvest this year to prevent a large buildup of adult weevils in
October and November cotton.

The unusually cool spring got Arizona cotton off to a late start this
year. That could strengthen one possible advantage for Arizonans in
their weevil battle. The early squares harboring weevil larvae usually
fall off the plant. Younger plants mean fewer leaves to shade off the
sun. Watson and others are looking optimistically to see whether the
dry heat of late May and June will fry many of the vulnerable weevils
where they lie.

Arizonans planted only about 240,000 acres of cotton this year,
compared with about 520,000 in 1982. The cutback comes from fed-
eral programs to reduce overstocked supplies. It will not help with boll
weevil control, Watson predicted. "You'll have all those weevils go on a
smaller acreage, so they'll just be more concentrated," he said.

Whether boll weevils are here to stay as a major pest, or can be
pushed back to minor status depends mostly on the effectiveness of
winter plowdowns, said Moore. An earlier Arizona bout with them
ended in 1965 when enforced plowdowns against a combination of
pests nipped a small outbreak of weevils even before they got to the
buds.

This time, the weevils have gone much further.

Ray Bankston, field supervisor for Growers
Pest Management Corporation, checks a
weevil trap east of Eloy with Lame. The
area has been a hot spot for boll
weevil populations.
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Water for Wildlife Along CAP Canal

Photographs: A cottontail rabbit and a
kit fox are among the animals that come

to oases made to offset the environmental
impact of the nearby canal. (All photos

except fox by Norman Smith.
Fox by Jann Fisher.)

8

Four rattlesnakes near Tonopah have new signals that carry even
further than the warning buzz of their rattles. They are carrying tiny
radio transmitters that help researchers track the snakes' movements.

The University of Arizona research team is studying birds, mammals,
reptiles and plants at 10 sites near the Central Arizona Project's main
canal. Wildlife biologist Dr. Norman S. Smith of the Arizona Coopera-
tive Wildlife Research Unit heads the study.

The canal cuts across many small washes, damming their sporadic
water flow from continuing on the downslope side of the canal. "Even-
tually," said Smith, "that will probably cause some reduction of wash
habitat." That habitat helps support many of the animals and plants of
the desert because it gets more surface water than the surrounding
terrain does.

Water is the on -off switch for most desert life. Populations of annual
plants and many animals vary from year to year with the amount of
local rainfall. Each arroyo or pool where runoff gets concentrated be-
comes a small oasis of life.

The environmental impact statement for the Parker -to- Phoenix por-
tion of the canal reported the potential for habitat damage by the inter-
ruption of storm runoff's flow across the desert. It also recommended a
study of whether man -made sources of water could offset the problem.

"What we're doing is trying to identify the best way of putting water
on the desert to get maximum benefit from an acre -foot of water,"
said Smith. He has designed and installed 3 types of oasis. Now he is
evaluating their effects on local populations of wildlife - everything
from kit foxes and kangaroo rats to roadrunners and whiptail lizards.

He and his students and assistants first studied the wildlife at each
site for 2 years before installing watering systems. Then they turned
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on the water at 6 of the sites last spring. They will monitor the sites
closely for one more year before compiling all the results.

Four mojave rattlesnakes and 6 kit foxes are the only animals fitted
with radio transmitters for the study. Researchers keep track of other
animals by sightings, trappings and tracks. They map sites of birds'
nests to detect any change in the size or position of different species'
territories. To monitor coyotes and foxes, they count tracks made
overnight in a 30 -inch circle of clean sand or dust around a scent lure.

The researchers have taken soil samples and kept weather records for
each 2.3 -acre site. They visit each site at least twice a month.

Sites are in two areas: flat land about 50 miles west of Phoenix
dominated by creosote bush, and uplands about 30 miles northwest of
Phoenix characterized by palo verde and bursage. Each area has 3 arti-
ficially watered sites and 2 unwatered ones for comparison.

The 3 types of watered sites differ in scheduling of the water. Each
of them gets one acre -foot of water per year distribted through a 90-
foot drip irrigation tube. "That's about as much water as a stream as
big around as your little finger flowing all year," said Smith.

Above: One of 4 radio -transmitting
rattlesnakes.
Below: The rattler gets a dose of anesthetic
before its small radio is implanted.
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Top: Robert Henry releases the radio snake
back where it was captured.

Bottom: A kangaroo rat awaits release
after being trapped for a population count.

10

One type of site gets water continuously year -round at about that
rate. Another gets water only once per month, with one -twelfth of the
year's total each time. The third, closest to natural conditions, gets one -
sixth of its total water at a time, with one application a month during
the 6 months with highest average rainfall.

Each of the watered sites also has a buried tank with a drinking basin
available to animals at all times. Fences around the sites keep cattle
out but let wildlife in. The sites are about half a mile from the canal,
which has been completed in these areas.

"We haven't seen any drastic effects from the water yet," said Smith
recently. "It just hasn't been long enough." The vegetation is respond-
ing quicker than the animals.

"We have seen just about every species of bird on the sites using the
water," he said. Some use it directly from the tanks, others from the
ground near emitters in the pipe.

The only new species found at the artificial oases since watering be-
gan has been a red -spotted toad.

Even the unwatered sites have plenty of variety, supported by nat-
ural rainfall. In all, the researchers have recorded more than 1 10 species
of vertebrate animals on the 10 sites. About 70 bird species have been
counted, including the cactus wren, loggerhead shrike, great horned
owl and Costa's hummingbird. About 15 different bird species breed
at each site.

Coyotes, kit foxes, cottontails, jackrabbits, kangaroo rats, pocket
mice, wood rats and ground squirrels live on or visit the sites. So do
17 types of snakes and 13 types of lizards.

Counts of different annual plants per site range from 13 to 38, in-
cluding several grasses and wildflowers.

Smith pointed out that the research will further the understanding
of desert ecology, as well as answering some specific questions raised
by construction of the canal. The radio -tracking studies of rattlesnakes
and foxes, in particular, are providing new information about those ani-
mals' habits and needs.

Tucson veterinarian Dr. Jim L. Jarchow helped Smith make the first-
ever broadcasting Mohave rattler by implanting a thumb -sized transmit-
ter in an anesthetized snake. Researchers can pick up the signal on
special radios up to 400 yards away. That way, they located one snake
54 times during a four -month period. Several times, they have mapped
the snakes' movements throughout the night.

When the first snake was recaptured to replace its radio battery, the
fat deposits noted during surgery showed it was in good condition,
said Jarchow.

After another year of monitoring, Smith and research assistant
Robert S. Henry will give the results to the U.S. Bureau of Reclama-
tion, which has funded the project. The bureau will decide what type
of artificial oasis, if any, to build at intervals near the canal.

Smith noted that the choice may depend on specific goals: "If
you wanted to increase the game species, it might be that you would
use the water differently than if you want to increase all species."
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Sludge on Farmland Improves Soil
While Disposing of City Wastes

Half a boxcar of sludge shipped from Chicago's sewage treatment
works has helped Arizona researchers evaluate farm use of Tucson's
sewage sludge.

The project has shown how to treat municipal sludge "as a resource,
instead of a waste -disposal problem," said soils scientist Dr. Wallace
Fuller of the University of Arizona.

Sludge can give crops nitrogen and water, the 2 most limiting soil
factors for plant growth, said Fuller. It also improves the texture of
desert soils by adding organic matter, and supplies plants with phos-
phorus and several minor nutrients.

What's more, the biological and chemical activities of the soil biode-
grade organic contaminants in the sludge and lock up inorganic pollu-
tants away from mischief.

Fuller said that potential problems from salt buildup, heavy metals
and odors can all be managed.

The Chicago sludge arrived in 23 barrels with about 500 pounds of
dewatered sludge per barrel. For the past 4 years, test plots at the
University of Arizona's research farm at Marana compared effects of
the Chicago sludge and dewatered Tucson sludge, added to the soil
in various amounts.

Sludge includes all of the undissolved solids from sewage. Municipal
treatment separates most of the water in sewage as clear effluent, but
the remaining sludge is still wet. Solids usually make up just 3.5 to 6.0
percent of sludge by weight.

The great volume of sludge available makes finding a beneficial use
for it important. The Tucson area produces about 19 tons per day,
by dry weight. Other cities, too, put out about a ton daily for every
25,000 to 30,000 people.

Pima County plans to award a contract in June for disposal of 700,-
000 gallons of sludge per week from its Ina Road sewage treatment
plant. At least 3 bids have been submitted for agricultural use of the
sludge.

Tucson has 2 or 3 times enough farmland within economical trucking
distance to use all its local sludge productively and cleanly, said Fuller.
Farm use might be practical for other cities' sludge, too.

Tucson sludge significantly increased yields of barley, soybeans, cot-
ton and other crops in the Marana tests run by Fuller, Jack Watson,
Marvin Unger, Ian Pepper and others.

Agricultural use of organic wastes is hardly novel. From prehistory
well into this century, animal wastes were farmers' main fertilizer.
Human waste, or "night soil," is commonly spread on farmland and
gardens in many countries, Fuller pointed out.
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What's new are the large amounts of sludge used per acre, a method
for applying it beneath the surface, and the need to manage effects
from industrial wastes in the sludge.

That third point explains the Chicago connection. Because Chicago
has much more heavy industry than Tucson, its sludge carries higher
concentrations of industrial wastes - for example, about 30 times more
cadmium and 9 times more nickel. Chicago samples have served as a
standard of comparison for studies in several states about treatment and
use of sludge.

The toxic metals in heavy industrial wastes can harm plants if they
become too concentrated or too available in the soil. They also can
contaminate groundwater if they seep down through the soil.

Fuller found that the soil at Marana, a high- calcium loam character-
istic of farms in the area, can bind relatively large amounts of metals,
thus protecting the plants and the groundwater.

Even with sludge applied at rates of up to 44 tons per acre (dry
weight), "in no case did we get any levels of heavy metals that we
would consider toxic to any part of the plant," he said.

He calculated that Marana -area soils can take Tucson sludge at rec-
ommended application rates for hundreds of years without reaching
harmful levels of heavy metals.

Sludge research at Marana so far has used surface application of air -
dry sludge. The material is spread on top of the soil, then tilled into it.
Now, Fuller is planning tests with a new method, which injects the
sludge 6 to 18 inches below the surface. A pressured injection line
travels behind a metal shoe that slices the soil open. The machine can
inject up to 50,000 gallons per acre into about 10 acres per day.

At the dilution of fresh sludge from the sewage treatment plant,
50,000 gallons contain 7.3 tons of solids, including almost 300 pounds
of nitrogen. Only about 30 to 50 percent of the nitrogen is available to
plants the first year, but even that much could supply up to half of the
nitrogen needs for a crop of cotton.

The sludge continues to release small amounts of nitrogen for several
years, adding to each year's new supply.

The injection method allows less evaporation of ammonia from
sludge than surface -spreading does, so it controls odor and conserves
the nitrogen in the ammonia. It also ensures sanitary, buried disposal
of any disease -carriers in the sludge, said Fuller. Micro -organisms in
the soil break down organic matter in the sludge, so the wastes are
cleaned as the soil is enriched.
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Soils Scientist Doubles as Desert Poet
Dr. Wallace H. Fuller is both a

soils chemist and a poet. In both fields,
he reaches for a grasp of the under-
lying nature and processes of his
world.

He grew up in an Indian -Eskimo
village in Alaska and on a mountain
ranch in Washington. His scientific
degrees are from Washington and Iowa
state universities. Since 1948, he has
taught at the University of Arizona,
where he headed the former Depart-
ment of Agricultural Chemistry and
Soils.

Fuller's accomplishments as a scien-
tist include more than 200 articles
and books, a long record of national
and international consulting, 14 years

on the Arizona Water Quality Control
Council, and service in many other
public groups.

His 3 most recent books of poetry
are Silence is a Navajo Night, I Have
Traveled With the Wind and Dust of
Old Adobe. He has won several state
and national prizes from poetry socie-
ties, and published poems in many
anthologies and magazines.

Some of Fuller's poems treat the
soils, dust and clay that are his sci-
entific base. The people and animals
of the desert are other recurring
themes. Two poems here are re-
printed with permission from Dust
of Old Adobe, published by Dorrance
and Company.

Wallace Fuller

COYOTE

A new highway intercepts ancient paths
and the young coyote
loses the scent in a bulldozed ditch.
A jack she was chasing
ended in a splatter of red
stamped on a chrome bumper
that races the eye beyond horizon cliffs.
She waits to cross in lean apprehension
- for the known constant hunger
- for the unknown streaking cars.

Old trails through rocky footslopes
lay buried in a maze of asphalt and speed
and fear rides endless as barbed wire.
I watch her turn back again and again
with topaz eyes that follow shifting sands
to the end of the Papago blue dusk.
I want to go to her with some small comfort
-a proud head raised in barks and howls
-a buff nose stamped upon man's moon.

LAST NIGHT'S RAIN

Today the Sonoran Desert slackens
its sulfurous hide stretched naked
against the char of the sun,
relaxes the brace
against a hot wind pulled back.
This is a day the Papago
reflects on his land,
moist from last night's rain.

Seeds underfoot leap
into the soil's soft fabric,
vein it with roots
searching for more moisture.
Silent water maidens
bring their clay ollas
to the glass pond to collect
the harvest of their dance.

The sound is of the desert
that strikes ocotillo and algal crust
with the hammers of chlorophyll
carried in the green fingers
of an infant rain.
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Ag Research Moves to a New Farm

Above: Drawing shows the preliminary
plan for development of the Central

Arizona Research and Extension Center
and the adjacent Arizona

Demonstration Farm.
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In their first season at the University of Arizona's major new re-
search farm in northwestern Pinal County, UA agricultural scientists
already are using about 200 acres for experiments this year.

The farm has 2,110 acres in all. It straddles a channeled branch of
the Santa Cruz River 3 miles northeast of the town of Maricopa.

A 9- member planning committee has designated 450 acres as the
Central Arizona Research and Extension Center (CAREC). This portion
will replace most of the College of Agriculture's research acreage in
Mesa, Phoenix and Tucson.

The rest of the farm is the Arizona Demonstration Farm, something
new for the state. It will be managed to cover its own operating costs
while showing recommended, research -based methods for farming.

"The demonstration farm will be a place where a grower can come
to one site and see the latest university technology in place in a working
situation," said James H. Park, head of the planning committee and
assistant director of the university's Agricultural Experiment Station.

The research plantings at CAREC this year have replaced most of
the field work at the university's 110 -acre research farm in Mesa and all
of the outdoor work at the 285 -acre Cotton Research Center in south-
eastern Phoenix.
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Also within a few years, projects from the university's Casa Grande
Highway research branch in Tucson may be transferred to the new
farm. Animal facilities at CAREC will likely include the UA Dairy,
now at the Campus Farm on Campbell Avenue in Tucson.

The University of Arizona Foundation purchased the new farm in
February from cotton -grower Fred Enke Jr. of Casa Grande. The com-
bination of immediate payments and 20 years of annual payments is
equivalent to about $2,500 per acre for 2,080 acres. Enke donated an
extra 30 acres that showed up in a final survey of the property.

The university plans to lease the farm from the foundation for 20
years, then take formal ownership. All payments by the state will
come from sales of other research acreage in Mesa, Phoenix and Tucson,
according to current plans. Fifty acres of the Mesa farm sold last year
for $75,000 per acre. The Cotton Research Center was originally given
to the state by the Arizona Cotton Growers Association.

The Arizona Board of Regents decided to move most university
farm research out of urban areas, following the recommendation of
an agricultural advisory group the regents appointed in 1978. Besides
the value of the old research land for other uses, problems with man-
aging active farms in the cities were considered.

Long range plans call for keeping a portion of the Mesa farm for
urban horticultural research and keeping the Campus Farm in Tucson,
which gets heavy use for teaching as well as research. Also, the univer-
sity's Agricultural Experiment Station will maintain its farms in Yuma,
Safford and Marana. Research from the Salt River Valley Citrus Farm
in Tempe will move to a new citrus farm west of Phoenix.

"Other than the campus of the University of Arizona, this will be
the primary contact point of the College of Agriculture with commer-
cial agriculture in the state," Agriculture Dean Dr. Bartley P. Cardon
told news reporters at an introductory media day there in April.

Cardon outlined several reasons for choosing the Pinal County site.
The selection committee had looked first in Maricopa County, but
found that costs of appropriate farmland there started at $6,000 to
$7,000 per acre, even outside of irrigation districts. The chosen prop-
erty was less expensive, and closer to Tucson.

Phoenix

Casa Grande

Above: The new University of Arizona
farm is about 3 miles northeast of the
town of Maricopa.
Below: UA Agriculture Dean Dr. Bartley
P. Cardon describes plans for the farm
during a media day there in April.
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Top: Farm attendant Gilbert Valenzuela
fills the tank on a sprayer at the Maricopa

farm. He has worked at the UA farm in
Mesa for 23 years.

Bottom: A cultivator cleans weeds from
a field at the new farm.
(Photos by Ted Bundy.)

Second, the Santa Cruz wash that crosses the farm, and the Gila
River 4 miles north replenish the local groundwater supply. Most
wells on the farm lift water 200 to 300 feet, and the depth has kept
steadier than in nearby areas. Within 5 miles further south, the water
table drops another 100 feet.

Third, the farm has 3 different soil types, which give a built -in but
controllable variable for research.

Fourth, the land was all laser- leveled 3 to 4 years ago. Subsequent
manuring and cropping has already evened out the fields' produc-
tivity. If the university had to take a different farm through these
development steps, it would lose up to 3 years of research time due
to uneven soil quality, said Cardon.

Fifth, the farm borders the Gila River Indian Reservation on the
north and east, which will help in establishing cooperative projects
with the tribe.

Cardon showed a preliminary layout for development of the new
farm, with selected future sites for irrigation and dairy research and
a central headquarters to include offices, laboratories, meeting rooms
and some residences. He estimated that 50 to 60 people will work at
CAREC when it is fully developed.

Cotton, melons, squash, buffalo gourds and guar, are growing at
CAREC this season.

Some of the cotton is for drip- irrigation tests by Dr. M. Dale Cannon
and Dr. Elgin B. Hundtoft of the UA Soils, Water and Engineering De-
partment. Also, plant breeders Dr. Warner D. Fisher and Dr. Carl V.
Feaster are testing new varieties of cotton, and entomologist Dr.
Theo F. Watson is studying control of insect pests.

Dr. Weymouth D. Pew, superintendent of the UA's Mesa Farm since
1958, administers the research effort at the new farm, too. Pat Mur-
phree manages the Arizona Demonstration Farm. He has experience
managing two nearby commercial farms, including the Indian reserva-
tion's farm.

"We have asked 3 commercial farmers in the area to act as an ad-
visory committee for the demonstration farm," Cardon said. They are
Oliver Anderson, John Smith and Wilbur Wuertz.

This year, the demonstration farm is growing about 600 acres of cot-
ton, and has other acres in the federal "payment in kind" (PIK)
acreage- reduction program. Nearly 50 acres of Flame Seedless grape-
vines planted by Enke 2 years ago are on the demonstration farm.
Another 24 acres of them will be used for research.

Cardon said that all government agencies involved in agricultural
research in Arizona will be encouraged to use CAREC facilities. Other
divisions of the University of Arizona, such as colleges of architecture
or engineering might also use the center.

The preliminary planning process for the new farm is already serving
as an educational activity. Landscape architect Dr. Donovan C. Wilkin,
a member of the planning committee, assigned his advanced design
students to draw up possible layouts for the farm as a class project.
Also, Wilkin videotaped several committee meetings to use in class-
room discussions about major project planning.

"We're not only getting the work done, we're using the process as
a teaching tool," said planning chairman Park.
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Fish Farming in Arizona:
Double Duty From Irrigation Water

In the parched desert between Gila Bend and Yuma, a few farmers
are growing a surprising crop: fish.

Fish farming offers the temptation of getting extra value out of irri-
gation ditches, canals and farm ponds in this and other areas of Arizona.
It also presents several problems, serious enough that only a few of the
fish -farming ventures started in Arizona have survived commercially.

Farmers of any sort get used to problems, though. Gary E. John and
Jim Haggard, who farm about 30 miles west of Gila Bend, turned to
fish to help solve the common problem of high irrigation costs.

"The water has gotten pretty expensive, and I needed something to
help pay for it," said John. Last summer, he stocked thousands of
2 -inch fingerlings into his concrete -lined irrigation ditch. They grew in
the water he pumped for a crop of oats.

This spring, John and Haggard are netting and selling hundreds of
those fish. Many of them topped one pound by mid -April.

They raise tilapia, a hardy African type of fish used in America for
controlling aquatic weeds as well as for food. They also have a few
channel catfish, and plan to add more.

Catfish make up the biggest share of the fish -farming business nation-
wide, which has more than doubled in volume since 1975. The amount
of fish that Americans eat has been growing, too. Fish farms produced
more than 300 million pounds of meat last year, but the nation con-
sumed more than 10_ times that weight of fish and other seafood.

Arizona has 13 fish farms licensed by the Arizona Game and Fish
Department. Some of those are inactive or nearly so, said Dr. Bruce

By John L. Stair
Renewable Natural Resources
and Guy Webster
Agricultural Communications

Photograph: This young Arizona Golden
Tilapia swims at Arnold Burr's Arizona
Hybrid Fish Farm in north Scottsdale.
(Photos by Guy Webster.)
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Fish in the foreground avoid Gary John's
net in the irrigation ditch for his farm

near Hyder. The ditch supplies water to
the field of oats on the left.

Taubert, supervisor of the department's Fisheries Branch. The number
licensed vacillates from year to year, but has not steadily climbed or
dropped in the past decade, said Taubert.

The Arizona farms raise a wider assortment of aquatic creatures than
you will find on your favorite seafood restaurant's "fisherman's
platter:" trout, bass, bluegills, crappies, carp, minnows, bullfrogs and
freshwater prawns, as well as catfish and tilapia.

Fish and Jojoba
The farms vary in production methods, too. At Gary John's farm,

the fish swim freely in a ditch several hundred yards long. A few miles
further west, Kip Willis of Hyder Jojoba Incorporated has built large
cages to grow fish in a holding pond for pumped groundwater. The
water irrigates a 1,100 -acre plantation of young jojoba bushes.

Willis made his submersible cages of plastic mesh around a frame of
rigid plastic tubing 12 feet long, 8 feet wide and 4 feet deep. Similar
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cages are common for pond-raised catfish in the major fish- farming
areas of the Southeast. The cages keep the fish in clean water, off the
bottom, and they ease harvesting.

Mark Harwell of Safford runs a fish farm near Safford that supplies
more than a ton of cleaned, dressed catfish weekly to 3 major super-
market chains in the Phoenix and Tucson areas. His fish grow in 10
round, 20 -foot- diameter tanks called raceways. Water from artesian
wells flows through the raceways fast enough to keep them clean.

Unlike John, Haggard and Willis, Harwell raises fish as a full -time
business, not as an add -on to other farming. The water he uses, how-
ever, does irrigate alfalfa and cotton on two nearby farms.

Whatever the size or shape of their home waters, commercially raised

fish eat a carefully formulated diet made from grains, cottonseed
meal and other ingredients. Catfish and tilapia gain about 9 to 10
ounces in weight for every pound of feed they eat, a more efficient
meat -making ratio than any landlubber livestock can claim.

Some fish growers concentrate on producing fish to stock lakes or
other fish farms. One is Arnold Burr, manager of Arizona Hybrid Fish
Farm in north Scottsdale. Burr specializes in the light- skinned Arizona
Golden Tilapia, which he sells for stocking as well as for the direct
food market.

Chancy Business
Carl Manley of Camp Verde raises several types of fingerlings and

larger fish for stocking. The water through his assortment of ponds and

raceways also irrigates field crops.
Selling fingerlings for the past 5 years has kept Manley in touch with

other fish growers. "In that time, I've seen a lot of these operations
come and go," he said.

Al Essbach of Phoenix, retired former fisheries chief for the Game
and Fish Department, agrees fish farming can be chancy, but feels it
has good growth potential in Arizona. He works now as a private con-
sultant to fish growers.

"Your success in this business in Arizona depends on your marketing
effort," said Essbach. For example, the Arizona Golden Tilapia has a
marketing advantage over darker -skinned tilapia because consumers ap-
pear to prefer light -colored fish, he said. Both types have the same
firm, white meat under the skin.

Harwell, the Safford catfish grower, has invested heavily in market-
ing in the past year. "We've developed a market for catfish by demon-
strating them in stores 5 days a week," he said. The demonstrators
hand out taste samples and information in supermarkets.

"Seventy -five percent of the people who taste our samples say they
have never tasted catfish before, but 95 percent of them say they liked
it," he said. Farm- raised catfish are milder flavored than wild ones.

His promotions have paid off in doubling of his sales in the past 6
months. That makes him optimistic enough to plan 20 new raceways.

Harwell called fish farming "a high -risk, high -yield farming proposi-
tion." He has been in and out of the business several times since his
first try at raising fish in 1948 near Parker.

Water Quality
Water quality ranks with or above marketing as a critical factor in

fish farming. Fish have to survive and grow before they can sell.
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Jim Haggard (left) and John harvest and
weigh some of their fish crop.
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At the Arizona Hybrid Fish Farm, fishery
consultant Al Essbach (right) shows

construction of a cage for hatchlings to
John Stair of the UA Cooperative

Extension Service.
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The quality of water needed to raise fish differs in some ways from
the quality required for irrigating crops of cotton, vegetables or other
plants. For example, plants do not need oxygen in their water, but fish
certainly do. Plants tolerate certain pesticides that would kill fish. On
the other hand, some freshwater fish can live in water salty enough to
hurt most crop plants.

Also, each species of fish has an optimum temperature range for
growth and reproduction. A few degrees of difference for some var-
ieties can make them stop eating or kill them outright.

Several Arizona fish farmers, including Harwell, John and Burr, use
water that is geothermally warmed underground to constant tempera-
tures in the 80- degree range.

Even in areas without this resource, southern Arizona's mild winters
may give it an advantage over other states for year -round production of
warm -water fish such as catfish, bass and tilapia. Cold -water varieties,
such as trout, are farmed at higher elevations in Arizona and in north-
ern states such as Idaho.

Fisheries scientist Charles D. Ziebell of the University of Arizona
Cooperative Fisheries Research Unit has stressed that farmers consider-
ing fish production should know about variables in water quality that
affect fish. "We need to do more research on whether we can use tail -
water ponds, because we've got a lot of those ponds on farms in
Arizona," he said at a recent conference.

Pioneer Spirit
Without more research about using irrigation water for fish farming

in the state, he said, "it's pretty much a hit or miss enterprise."
Most types of fish grown in crowded conditions of commercial pro-

duction are susceptible to major losses from disease. Tilapia resist al-
most all diseases, but their survival ability ironically has disadvantages,
too. Taubert of the Game and Fish Department said, "Tilapia have the
potential to degrade the sport fisheries in the state. They can reach
higher population levels than other fish, and their populations can
boom."

Despite the potential problems in raising fish, enterprising Arizonans
keep testing the waters of the fish -farming business. They can get some
guidance from successful examples, consultants, journals, and from
public agencies such as the Arizona Game and Fish Department, the
U.S. Soil Conservation Service and the University of Arizona Coopera-
tive Extension Service.

They have to provide their own pioneering spirit. Partners Gary John
and Jim Haggard have that attitude.

"There's no question that we're getting a phenomenal growth rate
from these fish," said Haggard. He predicts a 150,000 -pound annual
harvest of fish from expanding their system to include more ditches and
a small pump for circular flow. That is only a little higher than the
amount of catfish Mark Harwell is already selling.

"This is just a pilot program, but it's going excellently so far," said
John. "We haven't even started to reach our potential on this farm."

Or, maybe, in this state.
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Knowledge in the Making

An even spray pattern is crucial for aerial application of
agricultural chemicals.

New Method Cuts Cost
Of Testing Aerial Spray Accuracy

Using a new, economical testing method that they devel-
oped, UA scientists Dr. George W. Ware and Norman A.
Buck are helping agricultural pilots in Arizona check the
spray patterns laid down by their aircraft.

Entomologist Ware and pesticide chemist Buck have led
testing clinics for the fliers at Wellton, Marana, Chandler
and Stanfield. Ware said, "Some aircraft lay down good,
uniform patterns; some don't." A farmer who pays for
aerial application gets his money's worth only when the
spray pattern for a chemical is evenly distributed over the
target area.

To read their test, the UA scientists use a $250 instru-
ment that measures the amount of red dye in a measured
volume of water. The federal government has accepted
their method as a reliable substitute for the older approved
method, which requires instruments costing more than
$50,000.

For each test, 6- inch -wide, Velcro- backed laboratory
dishes are placed every 3 feet along a 100 -foot track, rest-
ing 3 feet off the ground. The pilot approaches from a right
angle to that line, and flies over its center point. At 6 to
10 feet off the ground and 100 to 110 miles per hour, the
pilot simulates a spray pass 3 times. The spray is a solution
of red dye. The amount of dye in each dish can be mea-
sured precisely in the field.

When graphed, .a good pattern shows a flat line across
the middle 45 feet or so that represent the plane's effective
swath. "A graph with humps and bumps indicates uneven
distribution and it calls for work on the aircraft nozzle
and spacing system," said Ware.

Ammonia Treatment Boosts Protein
In Wheatstraw Fed to Yuma Cattle

UA animal scientists are checking ways to make straw
and other low- quality roughages more useful in livestock
diets.. Tests at Yuma have shown good weight -gain by cattle
fed wheat straw and a protein -mineral supplement for four
months, then finished with a diet high in grain. Dr. Spencer
Swingle and Dr. Donald Ray are testing an ammonia treat-
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ment for straw that triples its protein value and increases
its digestibility. They have found that in the Yuma heat,
the process takes only 3 days, compared with 4 to 6 weeks
where it has been tried in other states.

UA Releases Seed Stock
For Salt- Tolerant Alfalfa

Alfalfa that will shrug off salt, even in water about 4
times saltier than levels encountered in commercial farm-
ing, has been developed by UA agronomists Dr. Albert
K. Dobrenz and Dr. Melvin H. Schonhorst. They used
repeated generations of selection in increasingly salty condi-
tions, starting from a parent stock of the popular Mesa -
Sirsa variety. The resulting seed stock can sprout in salt
concentrations as high as 15,000 parts -per -million, about
half as salty as the sea.

Dobrenz believes most interest in the germplasm will
be in areas where salinity levels exceed 3,000 to 4,000
parts -per -million. "At these levels, normal alfalfa - or for
that matter most other crops - find it difficult to survive,"
he said.

Plastic Sheets Warm
Vegetables and Melons

Clear or black plastic sheets covering rows of planted
seeds or transplants can provide a few extra degrees of
warmth early in the growing season, giving plants a head
start toward harvest time. Several years of testing by UA
horticulturist Fred C. Harper and others have helped lead
to some commercial uses for plastic mulch on vegetables
and melons grown in central Arizona.

Plastic mulch can get several types of crops to harvest
2 to 3 weeks earlier than unmulched plantings. Harper
said that one advantage for that in Arizona would be in
local direct marketing, such as roadside stands, community
markets and pick -your -own farms. "There has been a grow-
ing interest from consumers in buying their vegetables from
direct markets," he said.

These two rows of cucumbers in south Phoenix were planted
at the same time, the row at right with a clear plastic mulch
covering, the row at left with no mulch.
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Arizonans You Should Know

Dr. Wilford Gardner celebrates
appointment to the National

Academy of Sciences.

Dr. Wilford R. Gardner, head
of the UA Department of
Soils, Water and Engineering,
was elected to the National
Academy of Sciences in April.
The academy, chartered by
the U.S. Congress 120 years
ago, is the nation's most
prestigious scientific body.
Election of a member in
an applied science, such as
Gardner's field of soils sci-

ence, is especially uncom-
mon. He is the first member
from the UA College of
Agriculture.

As department head since 1980, Gardner has played a
forceful role in the university's research emphasis on irri-
gation systems and management. His own specialization is
soil physics, a field in which he has written more than
90 publications. He received a doctorate in physics, soil
physics and mathematics from Iowa State University.

Fred C. Harper, horticulturist for the UA Cooperative
Extension Service in Maricopa County, has received a
national award for his work in vegetable production and
marketing. He is a winner of the Agricultural Recognition
Awards Program of the National Association of County
Agricultural Agents. The award sponsored by the CIBA-
Geigy Company includes a trip to Europe.

Mabel I. Flint sparkplugged community organization of
a series of workshops and cooperative projects in response
to unemployment stress in Greenlee County when the
copper mine at Morenci laid off workers last year. She is
the county's director and home economist for the UA
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Cooperative Extension Service. For those projects and for
a strong record of community involvement since she came
to Greenlee County in 1978, Flint received this year's
Professional Recognition Award from the Arizona Home
Economics Association.

Agricultural economist Dr. Jimmye S. Hillman has re-
ceived the International Honor Award from. the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's Office of International Co-
operation and Development. The award cites Hillman's
leadership of an agricultural assistance project in Portugal.
In that project, he is working with Portugal's Ministry of
Agriculture to increase the country's farm output and to
integrate Portugal's agricultural economy into the Eu-
ropean Common Market.

Dr. Jimmye Hillman (right) receives International Honor Award
from U.S. Secretary of Agriculture John Block and Joan S.
Wallace, administrator of the U.S.D.A. Office of International
Cooperation and Development.
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